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Figure 1 – Cytogram (a) and histogram (b) of SYBR Green II stained viruses in a lab scale AS bioreactor
sample. All events plotted. r.u. relative units.
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Background
•Bacteriophage (viruses whom infect bacteria) are
the most abundant and diverse entities on earth and
can continuously regulate microbial ecology and
activity by affecting carbon and nutrient fluxes, food
web dynamics and microbial diversity and
diversification (Suttle, 2007).
•Thus phages could have an important and largely
unrecognised role in controlling bacterial
abundance, activity and community composition
within activated sludge (AS) processes.
•Whilst bacteriophage are known to be found at high
abundance and diversity in AS (108 – 109 virus like
particles (VLP)/mL), our knowledge and
understanding of phage ecology, and their potential
influence, is limited.
•Here we attempt to address this inadequacy. The
abundance and dynamics of viruses is monitored in
12 lab scale AS bioreactors, to investigate the
potential impact viral activity has on process
microbial ecology and performance. Such
information is integral in furthering our
understanding of and developing AS processes.
• The results will additionally be integrated into
Sloan et al’s. (2006) neutral model for predicting
microbial community dynamics, generating a model
which incorporates, for the first time, neutral
environmental and parasitic effects.
Experimental Plan 
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1. Run lab scale AS 
bioreactors fed with 
real settled sewage.
2. Monitor and control 
operational and 
environmental 
variables (influent 
flow rate and trace 
metals, reactor temp, 
MLSS, DO, and pH, 
influent and effluent 
COD, NH3, and 
anions).
3. Monitor and link abundance of viruses, 
general bacteria (GB) and ammonia 
oxidising bacteria (AOB).
Figure 2 – Virus (   ), GB (   ) and AOB (   ) abundance over the 202 day period. Before day 72 the reactor 
was undergoing acclimatisation. Note only 1 reactor has been analysed. GB and AOB abundance 
determined by QPCR, samples taken every 2 days.
•Virus concentrations ranged from 1.63 x 107 – 1.31 x 109 cells/mL, similar to
concentrations reported elsewhere (Otawa et al., 2007; Wu & Liu, 2009), and
underwent large fluctuations through time, a pattern also observed within both
general and ammonia oxidising bacterial communities (Fig 2).
•The preliminary data (1 of 12 reactors) suggests viruses are abundant and
variable; however no direct link was evident between virus and bacterial
populations and/or reactor performance.
•Preliminary statistical analysis did however suggest a correlation between total
virus abundance and both GB and AOB abundance could exist, the extent of the
correlation is not yet known (p value <0.001 and <0.001 respectively).
Next Phase
•The results suggest a link could exist between
virus abundance and both GB and AOB
abundances.
•To investigate this further samples from the
remaining 11 AS bioreactors will need to be
analysed.
•With further experimental work we hope to
determine if a true link between virus , GB
and AOB abundances does exist and if these
interactions can impact AS processes.
•Furthermore we hope to determine if a
combination of neutral, environmental and
parasitic effects shape microbial community
dynamics in such systems.
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Results
•An optimised protocol for flow cytometric (FCM) enumeration of free viruses in
AS was developed and tested (See Supporting Information).
•Using this optimised protocol virus abundance and dynamics were examined
over time (202 days), in conjunction with the abundance of GB and AOB, in 12
lab scale AS bioreactors (Fig 1 & 2).
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